With STOCKMAR, kids can experience and
create their own world through the artistic process. This artistic process in turn
helps improve children’s mental agility
and artistic abilities by promoting creative interplay between their powers of
imagination and senses.

STOCKMAR product range
For decades, the name STOCKMAR has stood for the highest caliber of art supplies. We take a comprehensive, smart approach
to quality: through the careful selection of raw materials, first-class processing and our products’ excellent color, paint and
modeling properties. We believe that quality includes the aspiration to create artistic freedoms which have a positive impact on
individual development. This allows us to create exceptional products which support a rich, artistic experience—be it at home,
at kindergarten or school, or in a therapeutic environment.

The inner calm that artistic activity brings
provides a good contrast to often one-sided performance-driven expectations and
helps achieve balance in a child’s development.
WAX CRAYONS
COLORED PENCILS
WATERCOLOR PAINTS
OPAQUE COLORS
MODELING BEESWAX
DECORATING WAX
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DECORATING WAX

STOCKMAR decorating wax
Decoration and designing
Decorating candles and other objects has a long
tradition. It is great fun at parties and other occasions to use fine decorating wax for colorful decoration and design. Creativity has no limit because
the sheets stick well to a wide variety of surfaces
such as wood, glass, acrylic, cardboard and metal.

Giving color shape
The 1 mm thin STOCKMAR decorating wax in
18 beautiful colors can be cut, stamped, torn,
pulled or gently warmed and shaped using the
hands. They can be used to decorate candles,
tins, picture frames, and boxes, be shaped into
small figures, or used to add fine embellishments to pictures. The sheets can always be
used together with modeling beeswax—to easily
create vivid art works.

Brightness and translucence
STOCKMAR decorating wax has high-quality, nonfade color pigments, and its special quality shows
up against a light background. Their translucency
makes the colors look especially bold. This excellent
property is ideal for producing window pictures or
lanterns.

18 colors
•

in ranges of 12 or 18 colors

•

in two diﬀerent foil sizes

•

available as individual colors
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